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What does it mean, “to think?”   This is a serious question.  Thinking is an 
activity of consciousness.  In Buddhism, feelings and touching, or contact lead to 
sensation, which develops into consciousness.

In the Heart Sutra there is a line, shiki soku ze ku.   Shiki means rupa or body.  
Therefore,  “this body is empty.” This line of the Heart Sutra says, “ this body which is 
the result of activity, and the emptiness which is also the result of the activity, are the 
same.” Therefore, the body and emptiness are the same.  

Shiki, means “the body,’ but before the body is manifest, there is material or 
substance. The substance is the basis of the being activity and, also, emptiness, or the 
non-being activity.  

When we speak about the body of form, which is known in Buddhism as rupa, 
there is the condition of, [complete form] or complete body, and there is also the 
condition of [incomplete form .] When incomplete [imperfect] body of form develops it 
becomes the perfect body.

The material world is manifest in two ways, incomplete and complete.  The 
incomplete substance  or form develops into the completed substance or form. Since the 
completed substance or form is complete, therefore it is beyond being or non-being. It is 
the same for the activity of emptiness.  It also is manifest in two ways, as incomplete 
emptiness, and as completed emptiness.  Completed emptiness is the same as completed 
substance.  It is the completed stage, there is no comparison.  It is beyond comparison to 
another other thing in existence. 

 Therefore, the Heart Sutra says, shiki or substance is the same as emptiness.  This
is true in the completed stage.  Completed substance and completed emptiness are the 
same. Buddhism cautions you that when you first encounter this kind of teaching, you 
may become crazy.  Therefore, you sense the danger [of moving further] into the practice
of Buddhism.

The substance of being and the substance of non-being are the same in that they 
are both developing and reaching toward  completion. To repeat, the completed 
substance, shiki and the completed ku, or emptiness are the same. The incomplete 
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situation is different , but in the state of completion, it becomes the same.  So, the line of 
the Heart Sutra, shiki soku ze ku, means apart from shiki, rupa, form, there is no 
emptiness.  

When they encounter, being and non-being, or substance and Sunyata, are 
completed and this is a state where the activities are no longer two.  Another way of 
expressing this is that plus is manifesting completed plus activity and minus, in the same 
way, is also manifesting the completed minus activity. 

Plus and minus encounter each other, they break through  to the source of the 
other] and in that break through, they separate from each other.  After the state of 
unification breaks up, then feeling and sensation arises. This feeling is the result of 
touching, of contact.  This feeling develops into passion.  This is the teaching of 
Buddhism. 

 So, feeling or sensation precedes consciousness.  This sensation results from the 
[many] repetitions of the unification and facing [facing substituted for separation] of the 
two 
activities.

 In the opposite way, if the Dharma activity  didn’t have unification, [and 
separation], then consciousness would not be manifest. So, therefore, you have to be able 
to manifest the wisdom that consciousness appears after the separation, and that your 
consciousness will melt into Sunyata when unification takes place.  This is inevitably, the
situation when consciousness  melts away as consciousness meets with unification.  

 So going back to what I spoke about earlier, that some people will become crazy 
when their consciousness is in the process of melting away.  In that situation, worry and 
questions will arise, “ What about myself?  Where am I?” Subject and object separation 
brings about the distance, and that is the body of consciousness for the “I am.”

The distance means the state of being incomplete.  The distance develops and 
reaches the completed state.  This space is the one and only universe. So, Buddhism 
describes the completed distance as the completed space and this is called the great 
universe, koku.  

The incomplete situation results from the separation of subject and object.  The 
result is the [manifestation of]incomplete subject and incomplete object, and in between, 
incomplete space that we call the distance.  As I have repeated before, the distance is the 
body of the "I am", incomplete self.  The “I am” self is in a state of being embraced from 
outside and from inside.  

This embracing could be described as a pressure from both inside and outside.  
Feeling also arises from inside and outside.  So, there is a force which is pulling out from 
the outside.  Similarly, there is a force pulling in from the inside.  So from both the inside
and outside, the distance is pulled apart. 

On the outside working, is the contraction activity. This contraction is felt as a 
force upon the self.  The opposite activity of expansion is working from the inside, and 
expands outward.  This is also felt as pressure by the self.  As long as the distance "I am" 
exists, then the self must remain in relationship with inside and outside.  Therefore, the "I
am" self cannot avoid the sensation of feeling the pressure pulling it from the outside and 
inside. 

On the other hand, the self can escape from this pressure.  It does this through the 
activity of subject and object unification.  So, you must obtain the wisdom that can 
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clearly understand this process. Once you see how it is that you get out of the pressure, 
you will experience great relief or salvation.  

The "I am" self is living in the world of plus and minus . When the “I am” state 
reaches the completed state, there is no longer plus or minus outside of it.  But as long as 
it remains incomplete, it will always be in relationship with plus and minus. On the inside
of the "I am" self, the plus activity is the incomplete activity called substance. This is the 
father activity.  On the outside is the mother activity, also incomplete  substance.  These 
incomplete activities inside and outside are simultaneously creating influence on the 
distance. 

Buddhism says next that the forces inside and outside have different natures, but 
that their amount or strength is the same.  So, if we personify the description, one activity
can be described as male, and the other as female. Male and female have different 
natures, and yet they are equal.  Therefore, through your contemplation, you must come 
to realize really what equality is.  This society loves to talk about equality, but if you 
don’t understand the origin of equality, it is just illusionary understanding. 

So, Buddhism strictly states that there are differences within equality.  Buddhism 
rejects superficial equality [that is not based upon a true understand of equality,] as bad.  
Therefore, Buddhism rejects that kind of understanding. 
 To say it once again, the character of male and female activities is different, but it is 
equal.  Because their character or nature is different, it is possible for the activities to 
unify and separate.  

In the human world there are men and women.  Sometimes they manifest 
unification, and other times, separation.  That is just the natural manifestation of the 
Dharma activity. So, you need to contemplate deeply until you see understand that 
equality also contains differences.  When you see that, it is [true] understanding.   That is 
when the manifestation of the incomplete self reaches to the state of completion. 

 In the completion, consciousness has disappeared.  This is what you have to 
contemplate.  That is true understanding.  If you just superficially understand these words
that is not true understanding.  You are just living in an illusion.  So, after this 
explanation, you should be able to manifest the understanding of what is consciousness, 
and what is the state of completion. 

 The manifestation of unification means that there is no need to think or doubt.  
When the state of unification breaks up, for the first time, consciousness is manifest and 
thinking follows. Subject and object simultaneously manifest the dissolving of 
consciousness when they unite. When there is no more need to have consciousness 
activity that is called the state of completed wisdom, completed consciousness.  

There are two ways in which consciousness is manifest .  One is the ordinary 
consciousness, which is the product of separation, and the other is completed 
consciousness or wisdom, where ordinary consciousness has disappeared.  Therefore, 
there is self assertion based upon differentiating consciousness, but this kind of 
consciousness cannot continue forever.  If you have that kind of self-assertion present, it 
goes against the Dharma activity. So, when you do the activity of self-assertion, you have
to think about whether you are fixating yourself and your consciousness. It is the nature 
of the "I am" self to pick up the consciousness that is convenient to itself.  So, Buddhism 
sees this kind of assertion is done in society and is based upon a fixated "I am" self.  [tape
change]
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This kind of incomplete consciousness is called differential consciousness and 
this is the usual way that ordinary human consciousness is manifest. So , Buddhism 
rejects the concept of conquering.  This is done by the incomplete self that is picking up 
and developing consciousness that is convenient to itself.  But, real happiness, real peace 
of mind, is only obtained when completed wisdom is attained.  So, Buddhism says that 
when a man is fixating his desire to attain the woman, then he must conquer her.  
Probably, there are some women who enjoy being conquered, but on the other side, many
women hate being conquered. So, conquering may result in enjoyment for some, but for 
most beings it creates tears and [suffering.]

So, the incomplete "I am" has consciousness and tries to develop this 
consciousness.  That is a natural situation.  But the problem comes when the self is  
fixated. Once fixated[ desire]  takes hold, then the relationship to others becomes just 
conquering [mentality.] In Buddhism, that spirit of conquering in order to defeat others is 
the most hated thing.  

 The incomplete self manifests incomplete consciousness. It is natural for the 
incomplete self to have only limited consciousness.  Therefore, the self should be always 
aware of it’s own limitations.  So, the only way to be free from this incomplete state is 
through the process of completing one’s self and consciousness.  At the completed state, 
the self experiences temporary relief.  Beyond just obtaining this temporary relief, in 
order to obtain real peace of mind, the plus and minus activities must both be involved 
completely, and this is extremely difficult. 

 In order to just think about this, let alone manifest it, you must contemplate it 
deeply.  Encountering the plus and minus activities, the self will look back and 
remember, “ I have received an activity from minus from this [particular] father.”  So, 
Buddhism teaches that when the self meets the activities of plus and minus, it does the 
activity of returning what it had received.  Plus receives back the plus he had given and 
minus receives back the minus portion she had given.  This encountering is a 
simultaneous activity.  So, this act of returning to plus and minus the portions that it had 
once received, this is described as the self making relationship.  

So Buddhism teaches further that when the self does this act of giving back [what 
they had received] to plus and minus, that it is an act that is done with great joy, in the 
making of relationship.  That is called unification and immediately the incomplete self 
becomes complete.   Then, by the activity of the self, the plus portion is given to the 
father.  In the receiving of that, the father becomes complete.  [It is the same for the 
minus, mother activity.] Simultaneously, the minus activity receives back [the portion it 
was missing] and the completion of all three activities, mother, father and child, is 
achieved.  This is an important ethical consideration. You can take this as the ethics of 
Buddhism.  You need to contemplate[in zazen] to understand with[ what I have just 
presented.] 

So, again, the importance of the simultaneous nature of this activity of 
completion, brings about the completion of past, present and future, also referred to as 
mother, father and child.  [past, present and future, mother father child were substitituted 
for plus, minus and self, for harmony with the previous sentences.] So, this practice is 
given a special name in Buddhism.  It is the practice of dissolving one’s own ego self.  
And through realizing this path, the three separate functions become simultaneously 
complete.  Buddhism, therefore, is commonly called the practice of no self.  So, the 
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dissolving of one’s own self is the essence of Buddhism  and this brings, at the same 
time, the completion of plus and the completion of minus activities.  The self is called 
Atman.  So far, you have listened to the process of how the Atman arrives and 
disappears.  Through your contemplation, this understanding must be manifested. 

 So, the important thing is the problem of] fixation. Once you fixate your self, you
will never reach real liberation.  Even though you have money, you have a good position 
and all kinds of wordly achievments, but you will lack real satisfaction.  
So, Buddhism teaches, once you fixate the self, all the achievements are like a mirage.  
The true wisdom, true [satisfaction] only appears when the self is completed and this is 
truth in Buddhism; it is reality.  The teaching of Buddhism is that the "I am" self is born 
in a state of great incompletion.  Through [many phases of development] it reaches 
completion. So, the self is born as a small atman, and it develops into the Great Atman. 

The Diamond Sutra has a line, “ If the Sutra uses these examples, then many 
people will suffer and become crazy.”  Therefore, I will stop.
The End 
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